
 ALPINE (3 Head) MAGICAL 
POND FOGGER W/ LED LIGHTS  

INSTALLATION AND INSTRUCTIONS. 
The Alpine Magical Pond Fogger with LED Lights will enhance the beauty and 
atmosphere of any small pond or large water feature.  The Magical Pond 
Fogger is Fish Safe, and will create a mystical pond fog within seconds.  
Simply place the Alpine Magical Pond Fogger into the floating ring and watch 
it marvel!   Try using it in a Halloween decoration.  Children will marvel at 
its mystical effect. 

This Alpine Magical Pond Fogger has been specifically manufactured to our 
specifications to produce the optimal amount of Super Fog with the finest 
quality of products.  The parts and materials used for this unit are all superior 
parts to allow optimal operating performance and longevity of your Super 
Power Pond Fogger.  If it doesn’t say Alpine, it’s not an Alpine Fogger.   

This package includes: 

1. 3 Head Magical Pond Fogger Unit with NEW LED Lights 

2. Floating Ring 

3. Outdoor Transformer 

CAUTION!  Before Assembly or Operating Please Read. 

1. Use the specified transformer supplied.  

2. Do not put your hand above the fogger while it is operating.  The high 
vibration could cause injury. 

3. Disconnect power supply before removing fogger or during 
maintenance. 

Assembly and Operating Instructions  
1. Place the Magical Pond Fogger into the floating ring (included). 

2. Place the unit (including the floating ring) into the pond or large water 
feature. 

3. Plug the Magical Pond Fogger into the output socket of the 
transformer. 

4. Plug transformer into AC power socket, indicators of Super Power 
Pond Fogger unit will light up, which means the unit is now running. 

General Instructions for Optimal Usage 
1. Suggested usage of the Magical Pond Fogger is no more than 8 hours 

per day.  Connecting a timer to your transformer will insure your 
pond fogger to be used only when needed.  Clean water is 
recommended. 

2. Clean the Magical Pond Fogger with a soft cloth approximately twice 
per month. 

3. When cleaning the Magical Pond Fogger do not use chemical cleaners.   

4. Take care of the water level sensor switch, do not hold it to move the 
unit around, scratch it, or bump it with anything hard.  It will damage 
the sensor level switch if it is not properly maintained. 

Maintenance and Service 
(Ceramic Disk Replacement Tool Kit Sold Separately) 

1. Ceramic Disks must be cleaned at least one time per month (twice 
recommended). Use of a cotton swab to clean the dirt on the surface is 
recommended. 

2. Take special care not to scratch the ceramic disc or water switch of the 
Super Power Pond Fogger. 

3. After using the Pond Fogger for about 3000 hours, the quantity of the 
fog will start to decline or the unit may even stop working.  Replacing 
the ceramic disc (sold separately) will insure continued operation. 
Please refer to replacing the disk on the drawing. 

4. Replacement discs, and tools are available from your local dealer.  
Refer to drawing number 1 for replacing disks instructions. 

a. Unplug the unit and remove from water container. 

 



 

Best Water Depth: 30 to 45mm

b. Using the Alpine tool kit, insert the key into the winding ring 
and turn counter clockwise. 

c. Remove the filler piece (washer) and ceramic.  IMPORTANT, 
note that there is a front and back of the ceramic disk.  Be sure 
to reinstall the correct side facing up.  (The washer should not 
be faced up) 

d. Clean chemical deposits on the ceramic with a soft cloth and 
reinstall or proceed to install a new ceramic disk in the reverse 
order above.  Refer to illustrated instructions below. (Drawing 
No. 1) 

e. The inside of the unit cavity must be completely dry before the 
parts are installed. 

f. Using new ceramic disks is needed if they cannot produce fog 
normally after cleaning. 

Parameters of The Super Pond Fogger Unit: 
 TECHNICAL DATA 

Working Voltage
(VAC) 

Working Electric 
Current (A) 

Ultrasonic 
Frequency(KHz)

Ceramic disc 
spec. (mm) 

36 2.6 ~ 2.9 1700±40 Φ20 
 

Generate mist
(ml/h) 

Water temp. 
Range ( ℃ ) 

Ceramic disc 
plated material 

Lifespan of Ceramic  
Disc ( hour) 

≥900 0 ~ 50 Nickel or 
Titanium >3000 

 

Alpine 1-Year Guarantee 
If this product becomes unserviceable or defective within one year of the date 
of purchase from your dealer, after your dealer has been contacted, it will be 
repaired or replaced at Alpine’s option – free of charge (less shipping charges).  
Unless in the dealers or Alpine’s opinion it has been damaged or misused the 
guarantee will be void. To obtain the benefits of this guarantee send the  
Magical Pond Fogger with LED Lights back along with proof of purchase 
direct to Alpine. 
Note: This guarantee does not include the replacements of the tool kits.  Be 
sure to pour clean water and replace water in the glass bowl timely.  
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